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City Development

County Hall

Atlantic Wharf

Cardiff

CF10 4UW

26th April 2024 by Planning Portal only Our Ref: VAR-1712

Dear Sir/Madam,

RE: FULL DISCHARGE OF PLANNING CONDITIONS 3 (CONTAMINATION), 4 (REMEDIATION STRATEGY), 5
(IMPORTED TOPSOIL), 6 (IMPORTED AGGREGATE), 7 (SITE WON MATERIALS), 8 (CYCLE STORE), 11
(MATERIAL SPECIFICATION) FOR PLANNING PERMISSION 20/00032/MNR AT 12 CLIVE ROAD, CANTON,
CARDIFF, CF5 1HJ.

On behalf of our Client, please find attached herewith documentation in respect of discharging planning conditions

associated with permission reference 20/00032/MNR. We have asked the applicant to make the request application fee of

£115.00 directly to the council, which we trust is the correct council fee for this application.

Contextual Background

The planning consent ref# 20/00032/MNR was implemented by virtue of demolition in November 2020. The project was

then suspended due to the financial climate. Since then the project has recommenced, part of which meant that Varco

were engaged to redraw the planning scheme to technical and construction accuracy. The information produced from this

process would also facilitate the discharge of the remaining planning conditions. However, in completing this exercise we

have identified some technical deficiencies in the approved drawings, part of which will require a variation of condition

application to be submitted to the Local planning authority (under a separate cover) alongside a discharge of planning

conditions application for the remaining elements. Please see a summary of the key scheme changes below.

Floor levels

The external levels of the site and the internal floor level were found to be conflicting on technical grounds within the

approved scheme such that the external ground was higher than the internal floor level. This obviously led to concerns

with water ingress and has now been corrected.

Preliminary Building Control feedback

We have also received feedback from a preliminary Building Regulation plan vet process which had identified issues with

the approved layout in relation to “Part B (of the Approved documents) Fire safety” compliance, specifically the ground

floor fire escape. This has also now been corrected in the submitted scheme.

Building Height

The construction of the flat roof based upon the heights indicated on the approved scheme led to some reservations on

technical grounds. The consequence of this was a marginal increase to the building height of approximately 100mm in

order to satisfy technical design requirements.




